
A CASE STUDY

Improving 
Social Media 
Performance 
With Evolve Bank & Trust



The Approach
Like so many financial institutions, Evolve had begun organic social media  
efforts, but lacked sufficient resources to scale a robust social media  
strategy that drove meaningful results.

Denim Social helped Evolve activate HLC Facebook pages over the course 
of just a few months. But page launches were just the beginning of our 
full-service onboarding. Denim Social’s dedicated Customer Success team 
trained users on how to use (and make the most of) the Denim Social  
platform. Our social media experts provided content strategy guidance and 
curated content libraries made it easy for the Evolve team to post across 
numerous pages with limited resources.
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About The Bank
Evolve Bank & Trust (“Evolve”)  
is an $700M+ asset institution 
with nearly 40 Home Loan  
Centers (HLC) and nearly 500  
employees nationwide. 

Recognizing the importance 
of social media in their overall 
marketing strategy, the team 
came to Denim Social to improve 
social media performance metrics 
across their brand, local Home 
Loan Centers and individual 
Home Loan Consultant and  
Advisor Facebook pages.
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10X





AUDIENCE GROWTH

INCREASE IN IMPRESSIONS

Our sales team wants 
to be selling, and they 
don’t want anything to 
get in the way of selling.
With Denim Social they 
can schedule everything 
to post and the engage 
when the time is right. 
They can easily schedule 
content and get back  
to selling.”

SETH REEKS, 
DIGITAL MARKETING  
COORDINATOR,  
EVOLVE BANK AND TRUST
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24X  
at branch level

16X  
at user level

The Results
Today, Evolve Bank and Trust has more than 100 seats on the Denim Social 
platform, supporting their strategy at the brand, HLC and individual levels. 
But it’s about more than being active on social media. Evolve is using Denim 
Social to drive significant marketing results on Facebook, including: 

Bolstered by stellar results in organic, Evolve continues to expand their  
strategy with paid social media. In addition to offering a platform that fully  
integrates organic social media management, Denim Social’s team also provides 
weekly strategy support. Paid social media continues to drive more likes,  
higher engagement and increased reach and impressions for Evolve.

With the right technology and a team dedicated to their success, Denim 
Social is helping Evolve create a performance-driven social media future.
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